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Story ideas for print and broadcast media 
UD ECONOMICS PROFESSOR TO PRESENT FINDINGS 
TO SOCIETY OF AMERICAN BASEBALL RESEARCH 
What determines a major league baseball player's salary? Who is underpaid? Who 
is overpaid? Are black and Hispanic players discriminated against? 
Lawrence Hadley, chair of the University of Dayton's economics and finance 
department, and colleague Elizabeth Gustafson have conducted a year-long study into 
more than 500 baseball players' salaries and through a rather complicated equation 
have figured out the variables that determine a salary. Hadley will present those 
findings to the Society of American Baseball Research in Albany, N.Y., on Friday, 
June 23. 
For interviews, contact Lawrence Hadley at (513) 229-2418 or 298-8292. For a 
copy of the study, contact Teri Rizvi or Pam Huber at (513) 229-3241. 
WHEN PLANTS CLOSE, MANAGERS CAN REDUCE HUMAN SUFFERING AND INCREASE INNOVATION 
WITH A PROPER "BURIAL," GRIEVING AND ACCEPTANCE PROCESS, STUDY SHOWS 
Organizational "death," like the bankruptcy of a business or the closing of a 
manufacturing plant, hurts just as much as the death of a loved one. 
That's why many displaced workers have to go through the five death-like 
stages--denial and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance--to make 
the transition to new jobs. Without a proper "burial," what researchers Van Miller 
of the University of Dayton and Dan Jennings of Baylor University call the "Charon 
response," successful innovation through the creation of new industries cannot occur. 
According to their study, the mythical Greek boatman Charon, who ferried the 
souls of deceased citizens across the River Styx for a traditional burial, should be 
a model for today's managers. For the ancient Greeks, a proper burial entailed the 
placing of a small coin in the mouth of the deceased. The coin paid Charon his fare 
and entitled the deceased soul's passage from this world to the next. 
The researchers describe the efforts of General Tire, the largest manufacturer in 
Waco, Texas, when its managers gave the company's 1,400 employees a six-month notice 
of the plant closing. Immediately, a community task force--a modern-day "Charon"--
coordinated retraining programs and counseling assistance to "transport" workers to 
new jobs. 
"Retraining efforts are not riskless," notes Miller. "Nevertheless, the Charon 
response can do much to lower exit barriers for individuals ••• Perhaps the lack of a 
Charon response is one reason that innovation is often stymied in the U.S., 
especially in large corporations." 
A brief version of their research efforts won "best conceptual paper" at the 
annual meeting of the Eastern Academy of Management. For interviews, contact Van 
Miller at (513) 229-2027 or Dan Jennings at (817) 755-2261. 
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